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ABSTRACT Technology advancement for renewable energy resources and its integration to the distribution

network (DN) has garnered substantial interest in the last few decades. Integrating such resources has

proven to reduce power losses and improve the reliability of DN. However, the growing number of these

resources in DN has imposed additional operational and control issues in voltage regulation, system stability,

and protection coordination. Incorporation of various types of distributed generators (DG) into DN causes

significant changes in the system. These including new fault current sources, new fault levels, a blinding

effect in the protection scheme, reduction in the reach of relays, and decrement in the detection of low-

level fault currents for existing relays. Such changes will jeopardize the effectiveness of the entire protection

scheme in the DN. This research aims to propose a robust protection scheme in which the relay coordination

settings are optimized based on the network layout. The potential impacts of DGs on the DN are mitigated by

utilizing a user-defined overcurrent-based relay characteristic to obtain the minimum operating time while

satisfying protection coordination constraints. A hybrid optimization algorithm based on Metaheuristic and

Linear Programming that has the capability to attain the optimal solution and reduces computational time

is proposed in this work. The performance of the proposed technique is tested on radial DN integrated

with microgrid (MG). The results obtained show the proposed technique has successfully reduced the relay

operating time while meeting the protection coordination requirements for dynamic operating modes of a

network.

INDEX TERMS Directional overcurrent relay (DOCR), hybrid optimization, microgrids (MG), protection

coordination scheme, user-defined relay characteristics.

NOMENCLATURE

TMS Time multiplier setting

PCS Pickup current setting

SC Standard characteristics

NSC Non-standard characteristics

UDC User-defined characteristics

TMSi Time multiplier setting corresponding to relay i

CTI Coordination time interval

tfp Operating time of the primary relay
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tfbk Operating time of the backup relay

IpUBi Pickup current upper bound limit value

PSM Plug setting multiplier

TCC Time-Curve Characteristic

SSA Salp Swarm Algorithm

LP Linear programming

n Dimension of search space

PCSi Pickup current setting corresponding to relay i

i Number of relays

Ai Time characteristics constant of ith relay

Bi Time characteristics constant ith relay

f Fault location at the midpoint of a line
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ti Operating time of the relay

X1 Position of Leading Salp

Xi
j Position of Follower Salps

Yi Position of the food source (fitness function)

IpLBi Pickup current lower bound limit value

AUBi Relay constant A upper bound limit

ALBi Relay constant A lower bound limit

BUBi Relay constant B upper bound limit

BLBi Relay constant B lower bound limit

c1, c2, c3 Randomly assigned numbers

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing concerns on environmental pollution and global

warming caused by greenhouse gases generated by conven-

tional energy (e.g. fossil fuels) have developed a significant

interest in research and development of renewable energy

resources (RES). In recent years, the integration of RES such

as wind and solar energy in the MW range into distribu-

tion networks (DN) has accelerated with on-site generation

near consumption points. However, the integration of such

distributed resources changes the existing network topol-

ogy. In case of abnormal network conditions, the protection

scheme might malfunction and result in an uncontrollable

operation of the system. In this regard, IEEE standard 1547–

2003 has specified the requirements on the RES units to stop

injecting power into the DN when the system is de-energized

due to faults [1], [2].

The concept of microgrid (MG) was devised for a deliber-

ated and controlled operation of integrated networks as one

of the solutions to alleviate the technical issues concerning

the high penetration of DG units in the system [3]. The

most important benefit of MG is to provide reliable and

high-quality power for consumers who require uninterrupt-

ible power supplies. Despite numerous advantages provided

by MGs, some technical challenges are required to be met,

such as MG protection and its entities. Conventional DN

protection devices are normally designed according to the

large fault currents, and thus they cannot protect MGs when

it operates in the islanded mode. This is due to the DGs

based on inverter-type cannot contribute an adequate cur-

rent towards the total fault current when a fault occurs in

the MG [4], [5]. In addition, high DG penetration into the

DN creates a new source of fault currents, which in turn

increases the short circuit levels, alters the current magnitude,

and causes the bidirectional current flow [4], [6], [7]. As a

consequence, undesired tripping of protection relays might

occur, leading to maloperation and loss of coordination of

the entire protection scheme in the network. Furthermore,

different DG types and their capacities contribute diverse

fault current levels in MG that might further degrade the

protection relay coordination [8]. Therefore, the conventional

protection scheme requires improvements and modifications

to address the challenges highlighted previously caused by

the inevitable connection of DGs in the existing DN.

FIGURE 1. Protection strategies for interconnected Distribution Networks.

Substantial literature is available on conventional and

modified protection techniques to provide an adequate pro-

tection strategy for renewable integrated power networks.

The authors in [9]–[11] summarized the various approaches

and coordination schemes for the protection system based

on additional components and user-defined characteristics

required for the stable operation of the network, as illustrated

in Fig. 1. Moreover, references [12]–[14] highlighted the

protection coordination challenges in DN with high penetra-

tion of DGs and MGs. Several solutions have been proposed

based on analytical techniques, optimization methods, and

adaptive protection schemes to mitigate the protection coor-

dination challenges resulted from vast new DG connections

to DN. Some authors have reported devising a new protection

solution based on the amendment in protection standard char-

acteristics in recent years. Study in [15] provides a compre-

hensive analysis of the non-standard characteristics (NSC)

in which the proposed work shows a promising solution to

mitigate the relay coordination issues.

Relay coordination study requires a proper adjustment

and coordination of pickup current and time dial settings.

Several studies have been conducted on this in the past

by manipulating the standard characteristics (SC) param-

eters rather than pickup current (PCS) and time multi-

plier (TMS) settings [15]–[18]. The protection coordination

is a nonlinear, non-convex, and highly constrained prob-

lem in nature. Thus, various analytical and optimization
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algorithms have been explored to coordinate the primary

and backup relays. Analytical methods are considered useful

techniques for radial distribution networks; however, for large

meshed networks, it requires substantial computational time

to determine the optimal relay settings. Other approaches

available for relay coordination, includes Linear Program-

ming (LP) [19], Mixed-integer Non-Linear Programming

(MINLP) [20], Non-linear Programming (NLP) [21], and

heuristic-based algorithms [22], [23]. These approaches man-

age to obtain optimal relay settings in a shorter time

compared to analytical methods. In particular, heuristic and

meta-heuristic algorithms are known to have a wider search

space to generate several populations to get the best global

optimum solution. In this regard, many optimization tech-

niques have been proposed in [24], [25] to optimize the relay

coordination settings, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Par-

ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant-Colony Optimization

(ACO), and Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm. Although meta-

heuristic techniques are capable of finding a global solution,

however, for a large-scale integrated network, relay coordi-

nation has become a highly constrained problem. Therefore,

there is a high probability of an infeasible solution generated

during the searching process. Consequently, the process of

updating these infeasible solutions may converge to a local

optimum. Therefore, hybrid optimization techniques have

been proposed in the literature [26]–[28] to overcome this

issue for highly constrained protection problems.

A robust hybrid optimization framework for active dis-

tribution networks (ADN) has been proposed in [27], [29].

The authors considered network uncertainties and topolog-

ical changes, e.g. changes in network operating modes and

fault conditions, measuring error in equipment, and DG out-

age. The author in [27] has obtained the optimal protection

settings for MG, considering all the topological changes

using Genetic and Linear Programming (GA-LP) optimiza-

tion technique. In [29], a two-steps hybrid optimization

algorithm consisting of Cuckoo Search-Linear Programming

(CS-LP) for relay constants (A, B, PCS, and TMS) provides

adequate coordination intervals in primary and backup relays

for MG during the various operating conditions. Utilizing

the benefits of Non-standard characteristics, the work in [30]

has proposed a robust protection coordination scheme for

meshed networks by implementing dual settings of DOCR.

A remarkable reduction of relays total operating time was

achieved by introducing non-standard inverse-time charac-

teristics that can be explicitly applied in numerical relays.

Considering the complexity and controllability of relays in

ADN, a user-defined microprocessor-based DOCR protec-

tion scheme is implemented in [31], where the scaling factor

is employed for each relay to alleviate the complexity of the

relay coordination process for the far end faults. The proposed

logic utilized a user-defined relay coordination strategy to

reduce the total tripping time of relays in grid-connected

and islanding operating modes. However, the difficulty arises

with the change in network configuration and layout with

respect to future planning. Furthermore, the active network

management (ANM) approaches, such as network reconfig-

uration (NR) and demand response have introduced chal-

lenges to modern DN-based MG protection settings. The NR

approach is utilized to minimize power losses and maintain

the load demand. However, this leads to a complex protection

coordination scheme. Many adaptive techniques have been

proposed in the literature to update the protection settings

considering the pre-contingency network state (prior to a fault

occurrence). The schemes for fault recovery ofMG have been

discussed to detect permanent faults and change in network

topologies [32]–[34].

Although some of the discussed approaches suit well to

find the optimal relay settings during network changes, these

protection schemes do not provide efficient protection against

the faults originating after a change in MG status (on/off-

grid), grid reconfiguration, and division of the grid into

multiple operating zones after a permanent fault. Therefore,

by utilizing the benefits of programmable numerical relays,

this paper proposes a fast hybrid optimization technique

that combines the Salp-Swarm Algorithm (SSA) with Lin-

ear Programming (LP) (SSA-LP). In this approach, the pro-

tection coordination problem (PCP) is optimized for relay

coordination using standard and user-defined characteristics.

Moreover, a constrained mathematical model designed for

service restoration of radial DN with integrated DGs is also

employed in grid-connected and islanded modes. The electri-

cal boundaries of islands, along with current directions and

magnitudes, are obtained from the service restoration model.

Based on the restored network, new fault current values are

estimated, and the proposed hybrid technique is utilized to

acquire the updated relay settings to achieve coordination for

both pre- and post-contingency faults. Themain contributions

of this paper are as follows:

• Optimal protection coordination settings using a fast

hybrid optimization technique for the DN integrated

with MG.

• A comparative analysis to obtain minimum operating

time for the DOCR coordination using the standard and

user-defined characteristics.

• Optimal relay coordination settings to provide fast oper-

ation of protection devices during post contingency

faults in reconfigured MGs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly

discusses the challenges of protection in interconnected DN.

Section III presents the protection coordination problem for-

mulation, while section IV explains the proposed hybrid

SSA-LP optimization technique. Section V presents simu-

lation results conducted on 9-Bus Canadian radial DN and

23-Bus Malaysian radial DN to verify the efficiency of the

proposed method for different network operating scenarios.

Section VI gives the conclusion of the conducted research.

II. PROTECTION COORDINATION CHALLENGES IN

INTERCONNECTED DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

MG integration into the network has enhanced the grid

reliability, provided backup during utility outages, reduced
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FIGURE 2. Fault current contribution in case of protection blinding [38].

power losses, improved voltage profile, and increased grid

efficiency during peak load demand. Despite various advan-

tages of MG, some technical challenges arise with the

connection of MGs in the DN. Such embedded novel topolo-

gies and integration have caused the protection coordination

challenges that could cause maloperation of the network.

In [10], [35], [36], some DG technologies such as Syn-

chronous based DGs generally inject high fault currents in

the range of 5-6 times of nominal rated current, which cause

significant changes in fault current level. Other technologies

like inverter interfaced DGs (IIDG) contribute 1.1–3 times

the rated current towards the total fault current. It is because

the inverters have a low thermal overload capability, limiting

their maximum output fault current [10],[35]–[37].

With the intervention of a multiloop system in the inter-

connected DN, the direction power flow does not remain uni-

directional as considered in passive conventional distribution

networks; hence the fault direction changes according to the

fault location. The incorporation of active DGs on a large

scale creates the new fault current sources, which increases

the short circuit levels, alters the current magnitude, and

causes the bidirectional current. Consequently, the upstream

relays underreach the fault current and jeopardize the feeder

relay sensitivity based on the fault location; thus, the down-

stream relays get trip and lead to maloperation, termed as

protection blinding, as shown in Fig. 2 [38].

Another issue relates to the Nuisance Tripping or False

tripping of the relays. The adjacent healthy feeder’s relay

gets trip earlier than the faulty feeder relay because of

bidirectional current flow. Fig. 3 shows that without a DG

connection, the fault current is only catered by the grid.

But, with the integration of DG, there may be the case that

non-directional overcurrent R1 sends the trip command to its

associated circuit breaker earlier than the forward operation

of R2, which may trip the healthy feeder-1 instead of the

faulted feeder. This kind of tripping can also create unwanted

islanding with its connected load and may lead to unsafe

operation of the network.

Other kinds of problems like cascade failure of the

relay because of loss of coordination, unintentional island-

ing due to fault at grid or substation, auto reclosure at

faulted bus because of fault currents injected by DGs in

some cases are all categorized as protection coordination

FIGURE 3. Fault current contribution in case Nuisance Tripping [38].

TABLE 1. IEC 60255 Standard Relay Constants for Overcurrent.

problems [10], [38], [39]. Considering all the sensitivity and

selectivity issues of line protection, an efficient and reli-

able protection scheme needs to be provided for the stable

operation of interconnected networks during different grid

scenarios and fault conditions. If a fault occurs on the utility

grid, the desired response is to isolate MG from the rest of the

network. This leads to the autonomous operation of MG, and

if a fault takes place within the MG, the protection system

should remove the smallest possible faulted area of MG to

clear the fault.

III. PROPOSED FORMULATION FOR PROTECTION

COORDINATION PROBLEM

In this study, IEC (International Electrotechnical Commis-

sion) 60255 standard characteristics are considered for relay

coordination purposes with the relay characteristic constants

specified in Table 1 [40]. The operating time equation of a

standard inverse definite minimum time (IDMT) over current

is given in Eq. (1) below:

Top =
A ∗ TMS
(

Isc
CTR∗Ip

)2
(1)

whereas Top is the operating time of the relay, TMS is the

time multiplier setting; Isc is the short circuit current flows

from the relay coil. CTR is the relay current transformation

ratio, and Ip is the Pickup current tap setting of the relay.

Further, the product of CTR and Ip is termed as Pickup current

setting (PCS), which determines the current level at which the

relay operates. Whereas A and B are the relay characteristic

constants as specified in Table 1.
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TABLE 2. Optimization result of relay settings for scenario-1(grid-connected) for 9-bus radial DN.

The objective of the work is to minimize the total operating

time for primary relays for the faults on lines to maintain

selectively and coordination between the near end and far-end

relays. Moreover, the reduction in the primary relay operating

time led to a reduction in backup operating time as well if

they are properly coordinated. The objective function (OF) is

defined by Eq. (2).

OF = minT =

N
∑

i=1

ti (2)

where N is the total number of relays, and ti is the operating

time of the near end and far end relay. To solve the PCP,

a set of relay constraints must be defined for optimization

purposes. The conventional relay settings normally have two

sets of constraints expressed in Eq. (3) and (4). While for

proposed work, another allowed range for relay variables are

mentioned in Eqs. (5) to (6).

TMSi_min < TMSi < TMSi_max ∀i = 1, 2, . . .N (3)

PCSi_min < PCSi < PCSi_max ∀i = 1, 2, . . .N (4)

Ai_min < Ai < Ai_max ∀i = 1,2, . . .N (5)

Bi_min < Bi < Bi_max ∀i = 1,2, . . .N (6)

The time dial value is taken as a continuous range, and

the value set for lower and upper TMS is between 0.05-1.1.

The minimum bound for pickup current is set as twice of

rated load value for the relay current settings, whereas for

maximum setting, it is taken as 1/3 of the minimum fault

value [41], [42]. Therefore, in this work, the PCS value

is assumed as discrete in the range of 0.5-2.5. The values

for standard IEC normal inverse relay characteristic curve

constant, A & B are 0.14 & 0.02, as mentioned in Table 1.

For the proposed user-defined curve, the A&B parameters

are selected from 0.14 to 13.5 and 0.02 to 1, respectively.

These values have been selected based on the IEC stan-

dard 60255 relay characteristics, i.e., Normal Inverse and

Very Inverse time–current relay characteristics [17, 31]. As a

result, the proposed relay curve can provide better optimal

settings and improve the overall relay performance.

A set of constraints must be defined to ensure the selectiv-

ity between relays, generally known as a coordination time

interval (CTI). This time interval ensures a safe operation for

primary and backup relays. CTI is usually set according to

industrial and IEEE 242-2001 standards in between 200msec

to 500msec [27], [40], [43]. For reliable relay operation,

the CTI is selected as 200msec in Eq. (7) based on relay

errors, circuit breakers tripping time and the safety margins.

tfbkj − tfpj ≥ CTI ∀f, [k, j] (7)

tmin < ti < tmax ∀i = 1, 2, . . .N (8)

timin ≥ 0.05 ∀i = 1, 2, . . .N (9)

The subscript p in Eq. (7) represents the primary relay,

while the bk shows its respective backup relay. The variables

tpj and tbkj represent the primary and backup relay operating

for the fault location at line j when ‘f’ topology is consid-

ered. The tmin and tmax in Eq. (8) shows the time bound

for the minimum and maximum operating time of primary

relays.
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FIGURE 4. Flow chart for the proposed Hybrid Optimization Technique.

FIGURE 5. Radial 9-Bus Interconnected Distribution Network.

FIGURE 6. Percentage relay operating time of the SSA-LP with the
established hybrid techniques for 9-bus radial networks.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this research, the complexity of the relay coordination

problem is reduced through the linearization of the coordi-

nation problem. The proposed hybrid optimization approach

is based on Salp-Swarm Algorithm & Linear Programming

(SSA-LP) attains optimal relay coordination settings for both

pre contingency and post contingency fault scenarios. This

SSA-LP algorithm minimizes the total operating time of

relays in two integrated phases. The first phase uses the SSA

method to find the possible relay settings (Ipu, A, and B)

from ‘n’ dimensional search space for the initial population,

defined in Eq. (10-11). The second phase uses a linear pro-

gramming approach to obtain the optimal TMS value based

on relay settings attained from the first phase. After the ini-

tialization phase, like other metaheuristics techniques such as

GA and PSO, the SSA algorithm selects the best fitness value

as the position of leading salp (X1) from the initial exploring

process of search space. The best population in SSA never

wipe out even the current population deteriorates after upda-

tion; it only updates when SSA finds a better population than

the previous one.
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TABLE 3. Optimization result of relay settings for scenario-2(islanding) for 9-bus radial DN.

TABLE 4. CT ratio of relays for 23-bus network.

For the standard characteristic curve:

X1:n
i = rand(. . .)

[

IpUBi − IpLBi
]

+ IpLBi ∀i ∈ no. of

variables (10)

For the non-standard characteristic curve

X1:n
i

= rand(. . .)
[(

IpUBi − IpLBi
)

+ IpLBi (AUBi − ALBi)

+ALBi (BUBi − BLBi) + BLBi ∀j ∈ no. of variables

(11)

Unlike othermetaheuristic techniques, the SSA updates the

position of follower salps, according to Eqn. (12-13). The

follower slap updates their position with respect to each other

to let themmove towards the leading salp (X1) gradually. The

gradual movements of follower salps

(X i
j ) prevent the SSA from easily stagnating into local

optima. These solutions further determine the promising

areas of search space to avoid local stagnation termed

as exploitation. These updated solutions move gradually

TABLE 5. Load data for 23-bus Malaysian distribution network.

towards the optimal solution and improve the quality of cur-

rent populations.

Furthermore, SSA has only one main controlling param-

eter c1, which reduces the complexity of the algorithm. It

decreases with the increase of iteration, which helps the

algorithm to explore the search space at the starting and

exploits it at the ending phase. Its simple mathematical model

expressed in (14) makes this technique easy to implement to

solve optimization problems compared to other established

techniques as given in [44]. The detailed steps of the proposed

approach are illustrated in Fig. 4.

c1 = 2e
−

(

4l
L

)2

(12)
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FIGURE 7. 23-Bus Malaysian Radial Distribution Network Interconnected with MG based DG units.

X ij =
1

2
at2 + v0t (13)

whereas c1, c2, and c3 are the randomly assigned numbers in

the range of 0 to 1.

X1
j =

{

Yi + c1
((

UBj − LBj
)

c2 + LBj
)

c3 ≥ 0

Yi − c1
((

UBj − LBj
)

c2 + LBj
)

c3 < 0
(14)

V. SYSTEM DETAILS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents a proposed hybrid optimization tech-

nique (SSA-LP) to solve the relay coordination problem in

an interconnected radial DN. This section also illustrates

the description of test models under study. The simulation

results have been carried out on the test models in MATLAB

software by considering different relay characteristics param-

eters.

Finally, the optimized relay settings obtained by the pro-

posed algorithm are implemented on ETAP software (version

19.0.1) to verify the coordination settings between relays

during fault conditions. The network comprises ALSTOM

(P139) model directional and non-directional overcurrent

relays with their associated coordination primary and backup

relay pair. The following scenarios have been considered to

evaluate the performance of the hybrid optimization approach

on both test networks.

Scenario 1: The system in grid-connected mode.

Scenario 2: The system is in islanded mode.

Scenario 3: The system is reconfigured following fault

scenarios.

A. 9-BUS CANADIAN SYSTEM

The one-line diagram for the 9-Bus Canadian benchmark

power distribution network is shown in Fig. 5 [27], [29], [45].

The test system is fed with a 500MVA short circuit capac-

ity grid and X/R ratio of 6%. The utility grid is connected

through a 115 kV/12.47 kV substation transformer with a

FIGURE 8. Coordination time between primary and backup relays pairs by
considering user-defined characteristics for the 9-bus radial network.

10% subtransient reactance. The system bus voltage is taken

as 12.47kV, and lines are 500m at length. The four syn-

chronous based DGs are connected at buses, as shown in

the figure. Each DG is rated with 5MVA capacity having

9.67% subtransient reactance. The DGs are connected with

the system by 3.3/12.47kV step-up transformer with rating

10MVA and 5% subtransient reactance. Further, each line is

protected with microprocessor-based directional overcurrent

relays (DOCR) connected at the near-end and the far end of

the line. In this case, a 400:5 current transformation (CT)

ratio is taken for DOCR relay with their associated poten-

tial transformer (PT) rating 12.47kV/120 V. According to

IEC 60909 short circuit studies, three-phase bolted faults are

applied at nodes (F1-F8) that represents the location of the

fault occurrence on the lines.

The simulation results of the relay coordination settings

for the network different operating modes are presented

in Table 2 and Table 3 with the specific value of the

34928 VOLUME 9, 2021
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TABLE 6. Optimal relay settings for 23-Bus Radial DN.

objective function. The optimal relay settings TMS and PCS

obtain by the proposed technique SSA-LP demonstrate the

performance and convergence of objective function (OF)

compared to other established techniques in [27], [29]. It can

be observed from the Tables, the user-defined characteristics

(UDC) relay parameters performed better with the value of

OF decrease from 5.443sec to 3.650sec in scenario 1. Mean-

while, for scenario 2, the solution converges from 5.859sec to

4.341sec. Hence, UDC results show better relay performance

by quickly sensing fault in the network and rectifying in

less time than the standard relay characteristics. Fig. 6 shows

improvement in obtaining the relay settings for different net-

work operating states using SSA_LP compared to the other

hybrid techniques.

B. 23-BUS RADIAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

The second test system in this study is a practical system,

23-Bus Malaysian radial DN. The system is connected with

a Grid capacity of 100MVA SC and X/R ratio of 6% [46].

The grid is connected to a bus through a 132kV/ 11kV

transformer having a 10% subtransient reactance. The syn-

chronous based DGs are considered with their maximum

dispatch capacity of 2∗1.82MVA and 1.86MVA and feed

the system through 2MVA step-up transformer 3.3kV/11kV

with 5% subtransient reactance. This system is provided

with microprocessor-based directional and non-directional

overcurrent relays, as shown in Fig. 7. The system contains

different CT ratios for the relay currents because of different

branch currents, as stated in Table 4.
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TABLE 7. Comparison of relay operating times for scenario-1 (grid-connected) for 9-bus dn.

TABLE 8. Comparison of relay operating times for scenario-2 (islanding) for 9-bus dn.

The electrical boundaries of MG, as shown in Fig. 7,

were obtained through mathematical modelling designed for

restoring load during the islanded mode of operation with

the capacity constraints of MG sources at buses 8 & 19.

The restoration model is solved by using GUROBI solver

in AMPL. The objective of the restoration model is to

meet the highest possible load demand based on the gen-

eration and the load priority given to them, as mentioned

in Table 5. The restoration scheme also utilizes the tie

switches (if available) in the network to restore the loads

by considering minimum power loss. It should be noted that

the objective function for the restoration model was taken

from [47].

The test results of the proposed technique SSA-LP are

presented in Table 6. The results present the optimal relay

settings of TMS and PCS and the value of objective function

obtained in grid-connected and off-grid modes with different

relay characteristics. The proposed UDC settings converge

the PCP in less time for MG, both operating scenarios com-

pared to the standard relay characteristics. This newUDC can
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TABLE 9. Operating time of relays for Scenario 1 and scenario 2 for 23-Bus Radial DN.

provide faster and efficient relay operation for various types

of faults that could be occurred in the network.

C. ANALYSIS OF RELAY OPERATING TIMES

This section discusses the coordination results of primary

and backup relays for the fault current passing through

them from different directions. It is to be noted that the

relay performance is affected due to fault types (such as

phase-phase faults or phase to ground faults) and fault resis-

tance. Although these uncertainties can alter the magnitude

without changing the fault direction. Therefore, in this study,

a three-phase bolted fault current is assumed at the mid-

point of lines on the 9-Bus, and 23-Bus radial DN as pre-

sented in Table 7 and Table 8. Furthermore, a comparison

between the performance of standard relay characteristics and

proposed relay characteristics have been observed for the

bidirectional faults in the system. The relay settings obtained

by the hybrid technique has been verified on both test sys-

tems for the two grid operating scenarios, as mentioned in

section IV.

In Scenario 1 for the 9-Bus network, the fault is considered

at location F2, the operating time for R3 is 0.392sec, and

R4 is 0.495sec, and their associated backup relay timings are

R1 and R6 are 0.592 and 0.695 seconds. Moreover, consid-

ering UDC for the same scenario and fault location, all the

relays operating time almost reduced to half. The primary

relays R3 and R4 clear the fault in 0.245 & 0.271 sec, and

their associated backup relays operating times are 0.445 &

0.471 seconds. From the results, it can be observed that the

relays are properly coordinated in both scenarios; however,
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FIGURE 9. TCC comparison with a user-defined relay characteristic for the
fault at location F2 in a grid-connected mode.

the proposed characteristics decrease the overall operating

time and provide a fast operation to clear the faults. For

Scenario 2, if there could be any kind of change in the network

topology, e.g., Islanding, the proposed algorithm presents

better coordination results. In the islanded mode, the relay

operating time increases due to a reduction in the fault levels;

therefore, the relay coordination settings need to be updated

accordingly. Table 7 and 8 presented the primary and their

associated backup relay operating time.

The results show that the relays are properly coordinated

and meeting the CTI constraint, which must be (≥200msec).

Moreover, to verify the updated relay coordination settings

with the change in network topology, a three-phase fault is

considered at location F2. The relay settings R3 and R4 clears

the fault in 0.401 and 0.668 seconds, and their backup timings

are set at 0.601 and 0.870 seconds, respectively. Similarly,

by formulating the protection problem by considering UDC

parameters. The operating time of R3 and R4 relays for

the same fault F2 is 0.292 and 0.350secs, and their backup

relays R1 and R6 are 0.492 and 0.554secs, respectively.

The remaining operating time of the relays for the fault at

other lines in the different network operating scenarios are

presented in Tables 7 and 8. Fig.8 depicts the improvement

in the coordination time for 16 relay pairs by considering the

TABLE 10. optimal relay settings for state 1.

UDC, and the CTI for all relay pairs is consistently equal to

or greater than 200msec for both operating modes of MG.

Table 9 presents the results of the relay operating time

tested on 23-bus DN for both scenarios. For scenario 1

at-fault location F2, the operating time for R3 is 0.690 sec,

andR4 is 0.415 sec, and their associated backup relay timings

are R1 and R6 are 0.892 and 0.615 sec. Whereas the same

fault scenario by considering UDC relays, the operating time

gets decreases. The primary relays R3 and R4 clear the fault

in 0.338 & 0.367 sec, and their backup operating timings are

0.540 & 0.567 sec. Fig. 9. shows a comparison between the

time characteristic curve (TCC) for standard and UDC relay

to clear the fault at the same location.

In scenario 2, when the MG operates in the islanded

mode, the relay settings need to be updated according to

the current network state. Therefore, the network restoration

algorithm proposed in [47] is implemented to restore the

critical and semi-critical load for the continuity of supply

based on the available generation of DGs. The relay settings

are also updated according to the restored network. The

relay settings obtained during islanded mode are presented
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FIGURE 10. The layout of reconfigured 23-bus radial DN during Islanded Mode.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of relay characteristics during fault conditions.

in Table 6 by considering the standard and user-defined relay

characteristics. In this scenario, the operating time for the

relay increase because of a reduction in fault levels. There-

fore, the relay settings need to be optimized accordingly and

coordinated with their associated relay backup pairs, which

must be (≥200msec). Relay R3 and R4 operating times are

0.738 sec and 0.528 sec, respectively, and their backup tim-

ings are 0.938 and 0.730 secs, respectively. Similarly, in the

case of UDC relay settings, the relay timing of R3 and R4 is

0.505 sec, and 0.408 sec with their backup relays R1 and R6

are 0.705 and 0.610 secs. The remaining operating time and

coordination between relays for the faults at other lines are

given in Table 9.

Table 9 shows the operating time for 35 relays and

their coordination between primary and backup relays pairs.

By comparing the results of the standard and proposed relay

characteristics curve, the consideration of UDC for digital

relays decreases the overall operating time from 15.740 secs

to 10.834 secs for scenario 1. For scenario 2, it has been

reduced from 16.962 secs to 12.877 secs. The results show

the effectiveness of the proposed approach that the relays

are properly coordinated and fulfil the CTI requirements

without unnecessary tripping for the three-phase fault current

that occurred in the two operating modes of MG based DN.

It can also be depicted from the Fig. 9 that the proposed

relay characteristics can maintain the coordination settings

for the other types of phase faults due to the inverse nature of

TCC. However, the proposed study can be further extended

to obtain the relay settings for zero sequence faults including

fault resistance.

D. RELAY COORDINATION SETTINGS FOR

RECONFIGURED MG

In this section, the performance of the proposed hybrid opti-

mization approach is tested during the reconfigured MG,

especially in the case of an Islanded operating mode. There-

fore, the protection settings need to be updated according to

the topological change in the network.

For this scenario, two cases have been considered to obtain

the relay settings.

State 1: Relay coordination settings for the reconfigured

network subjected to pre-contingency faults.

State 2: Relay coordination settings for the reconfigured

network subjected to post-contingency faults.

To verify the efficacy of the hybrid technique in recon-

figured networks, the same 23-Bus Malaysian DN model

is considered with a tie switch, as shown in Fig. 10.
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TABLE 11. Relay operating time during state 1 condition.

As discussed in Section V-B, the restoration model is imple-

mented to restore the loads when the tie switch is closed

during the MG islanded mode of operation. Therefore,

the relay settings must be updated according to the new

structure of DN to avoid unnecessary tripping during pre and

post-contingency fault scenarios. The relay settings for state 1

are given in Table 10.

The results obtained by the proposed technique indicate

the proper coordination between relays has achieved and

complies with the coordination constraints for bidirectional

faults, as presented in Table 11. The relays provided with

TABLE 12. Optimized relay settings for state 2.

UDC can perform faster with better coordination than the

standard relay characteristics. Fig.11 shows the performance

standard and proposed characteristic for the fault created

at location F3. It can be observed from the figure that

the proposed characteristic provides a more flexible way to

sense the inverse time fault currents compared to standard

characteristics.

The same fault F3 is assumed as a permanent fault and

cleared by the associated protection scheme in the previous

case. Hence, the MG operating status changes accordingly,

as shown in Fig. 12. The circuit shows the enabled relays

that need to be updated according to the network’s new

operating state to sense the faults during post contingency

scenarios. Table 12 shows the optimal settings of relay param-

eters for the faults during the post contingency condition.

Table 13 illustrates the operating time of primary and backup

relays to detect the faults and send the trip command to their

associated circuit breaker to clear the fault in the shortest

possible time. The results indicate that the relays are properly

coordinated and comply with the coordination requirement

during post contingency faults. Hence, the proposed approach
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FIGURE 12. The layout of the reconfigured model after a permanent fault in 23-bus radial DN during Islanded Mode.

TABLE 13. Relays operating time for state 2 condition.

shows the desirable performance to minimize the operating

time of relays for pre- and post-fault contingency in a recon-

figured MG when operating in an islanded mode.

The results show the efficient performance of the hybrid

optimization technique that provides a better result and fast

convergence to solve the PCP in two stages to obtain the

optimal values of relay settings. Moreover, by investigating

the UDC results with the standard characteristics curve,

the proposed characteristics reduce relay operating time by

adjusting the relay constants A & B along with TMS and

PCS. However, for large interconnected DN where the coor-

dination problem (PCP) gets complex and the relay oper-

ating time increases, a multi-objective optimization [44]

approach can be utilized to obtain accurate optimal relay set-

tings considering user-defined characteristics. Also, to detect

high impedance faults in the presence of inverter-based

DGs, the use of dual voltage and current based time char-

acteristic curve can be proposed to overcome the fault

detection scenarios compared to conventional protection

techniques.

VI. CONCLUSION

The work aims to mitigate the potential detrimental impacts

of protection failure in an MG interconnected distribution

network for the On/Off-grid operating modes. This paper

proposes a two-stage hybrid optimization SSA-LP algorithm

for optimal protection coordination scheme in a radially

integrated distribution network. The first stage of the algo-

rithm randomly explores the search space and optimizes

the relay coordination parameters while complying with the

constraints to avoid local solutions. A hybrid technique is

implemented in the second stage to linearize the protection

coordination problem and find the global solution and hence

improve the accuracy of the relay coordination, according

to CTI constraint. A user-defined characteristic for the over-

current relays proposed in this work provides optimal relay

coordination and has successfully reduced the total operating

time of the relays for the faults that might occur in the
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grid-connected and islanded mode of operations. This paper

has also presented and discussed the coordination of relays in

the reconfiguredMG during a standalone operation where the

protection settings need to be optimally changed according

to the network layout. In this regard, the SSA-LP technique

re-estimates the relay operating parameters and optimizes

the protection settings according to the reconfigured net-

work. The results confirmed the superiority of the proposed

technique against other hybrid techniques in improving the

solution quality and reducing the computational burden in

determining the relay settings for dynamic operating modes

of a network. In addition, the proposed technique provides

optimal relay coordination for both pre-and post-contingency

fault scenarios.
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